Students from Prep-1M were excited to visit our school farm recently. After hearing about some soft, woolly and cute additions to the farm, we decided that we wanted to take a walk up the paddock as soon as possible! Mrs Allen helped to organise our visit by asking Mr Allen to come along with us. On the morning of our excursion we were all very excited! Mr Allen arrived and after getting into some gumboots we walked enthusiastically over to the farm.

We were greeted by a ewe and her newborn twin lambs that were just 2 hours old! They were so cute. We all enjoyed a pat and a close up look at the lambs while Mr Allen told us lots of information about newborn lambs. What a shock to find out that newborn lambs have about 44 drinks of milk each day!

When we came back to our classroom we brainstormed all the things we found out about lambs and we thought of some great words to describe them. Since then we have completed a piece of writing and some artwork about our trip over to the school farm. We would like to thank Mr and Mrs Allen for organising our visit.